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Editorial
In the feature article of the current issue, the author reviewed the current approach to management of indolent lymphoma – a common type of non-Hodgkin lymphoma. Despite advances in treatment, there was little evidence until recently that this leads to improvement
in survival as patients continued to have an unremitting course of relapse. There appears
to have been a change in the natural history of indolent lymphomas with the introduction
of chemoimmunotherapy that may finally result in improvements in survival. Indolent lymphomas are usually not considered curable. Nonetheless, they do respond very well to
treatment in most cases, and patients with indolent lymphomas usually survive for many
years. With so many new agents available, most patients can look forward to many years
of productive life, and quite possibly a cure in the not too distant future.
 	
In this issue, we also present excellent articles in the topics of psychiatric aspects of
Parkinson’s disease, colorectal cancer prevention, and also the use of laser in Asians. We
are sure that you will find this issue very informative and enlightening.
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Introduction

L

ymphomas can broadly be divided
into B-cell neoplasms, T- and
NK-cell neoplasms, and Hodgkin
lymphoma. The World Health Organization classification has become the
accepted standard since 2008.
Non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL)
represents a diverse group of haematological malignancies originating in B or
T lymphocytes. Approximately 85% of
NHLs are of B-cell origin, with the remainder mostly of T-cell origin.1 The most
common NHL types are diffuse large
B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL; 31%) and follicular lymphoma (FL; 22%).2 In general,
NHLs are classified as indolent (low
grade) or aggressive (high grade), based
on features of the lymph node biopsy.
Journal of The Society of Physicians of Hong Kong

Suggested guidelines for the diagnosis of
indolent lymphomas have been outlined
by the US National Comprehensive
Cancer Network. In all possible cases,
the diagnosis should be confirmed by
excisional biopsy (surgical removal of
the entire lymph node) of an accessible
lymph node with review by a haematopathologist who has expertise in
lymphoma diagnosis. Fine needle aspiration is not appropriate for diagnosis in
these conditions.
In patients with accessible peripheral lymph nodes, excisional biopsy
is strongly preferred over fine needle
aspiration or core needle biopsy, as excisional biopsy provides more tissue for
evaluation and allows evaluation of the architecture of the lymph node. In contrast,
cells obtained from fine needle aspiration
are few in number and isolated from the
surrounding architecture, making it an
inadequate method for the evaluation of
possible lymphoma. As lymph node pathology requires a larger number of cells,
the overall nodal architecture is also extremely important.
In the diagnosis of lymphoma, it
is important to determine whether the
abnormal population of lymphoid cells
involves the node in a nodular (follicular)
or diffuse pattern. It is wise to ask the
surgeon to send the excised node to
the lab in transport media (not fixative),
as this allows a full range of diagnostic
studies to be performed.

Polyclonal (Reactive) vs
Monoclonal (Neoplastic)
Lymphomas
Lymphomas are neoplasms arising from
the lymphoid haematopoietic tissue.
They are fundamentally characterized
by their clonal derivation, in contrast to
any reactive lymphoproliferation which
is comprised of a diverse lymphocyte
population.

Lymphocytes have the unique
property of undergoing physiological gene
rearrangements of their immunoglobulin
(B-cell) or T-cell receptor (T-cell) gene
loci. Gene rearrangement studies can
be used to determine whether a tumour
population is derived from a single clone
(only one band for each allele of a single
clone) or multiple clones (many bands).

Classification of Indolent
Lymphoma
Indolent lymphomas include:
• FL – grade I (mainly small cells, the
most common type of indolent NHL)
and grade II (mixed small and large
cells);
• Small lymphocytic lymphoma (the
tissue counterpart of chronic lymphocytic leukaemia [CLL]);
• Lymphoplasmacytoid
lymphoma
(Waldenström’s macroglobulinemia),
associated with a monoclonal immunoglobulin M [IgM] paraprotein);
• Mycosis fungoides (a cutaneous T-cell
lymphoma); and
• Marginal zone lymphoma (called mucousal-associated lymphoid tissue
[MALT] when it involves extranodal
tissues).

Treatment and Prognosis
Indolent lymphomas tend to progress
slowly but are usually not curable with
standard treatment approaches. A small
percentage of patients with indolent
lymphoma present with localized disease
and may have long-term disease-free
survival after local radiation therapy.
However, most patients with indolent
lymphoma present with stage III or IV
disease. Many patients live 7 to 10 years
after the diagnosis of indolent lymphoma.
The treatment approach must be
76

Table 1. Staging of follicular lymphoma
Stage Description
I

One lymph node area involved

II

Two lymph node areas involved on one side of the diaphragm

III

Involvement of lymph nodes (or spleen) on both sides of the diaphragm

IV

Disseminated extranodal involvement

A

No “B” symptoms

B

Presence of fever, drenching night sweats, or unintentional loss of 10% of body weight in the preceding 6
months

Adapted from reference 4.

Table 2. Survival rate of follicular lymphoma based on risk categories
Risk model
and group

No. of
factors

Distribution of
cases (%)

5-year OS (%)

10-year OS (%)

0−1

36

91

71

Intermediate

2

37

78

51

High

≥3

27

53

36

FLIPI
Low

FLIPI = Follicular Lymphoma International Prognostic Index; OS = overall survival
Adapted from reference 4.

individualized and depends in part on the
specific type of indolent lymphoma.
The most common indolent
lymphoma is FL. A new index called Follicular Lymphoma International Prognostic
Index (FLIPI) was developed specifically
for FL.3 This index is often remembered
as ‘NoLASH‘, which stands for the five
clinical factors that are the strongest predictors of outcome: more than five nodal
sites of disease, elevated lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), age >60 years, stage III
or IV disease, and haemoglobin <10 g/L.
The FLIPI provides a better distribution
of patients across the risk categories of
good risk (0 to 1 factor), intermediate risk
(2 factors), or poor risk (≥3 factors). Tables
1 and 2 outline the staging and survival
rate, respectively.4
In patients with a low-risk FLIPI
score, observation until development of
symptoms or progression may be warranted before treatment is initiated. If the
goal of therapy is complete remission, as
is often the case for younger, physically
fit patients, a more aggressive approach
can be adopted. A less aggressive approach may be selected for older patients,
who are usually less able to tolerate aggressive therapy.
For patient with “B” symptoms
(fever, drenching night sweats, or significant weight loss), pancytopenia due
to marrow replacement with lymphoma,
or bulky obstructing adenopathy, it is
77

reasonable to proceed with treatment.
Patients with elevated serum LDH or
“B” symptoms should be investigated
for the possibility of transformation of an
indolent lymphoma into an aggressive
lymphoma, which can occur in 20−40%
of cases. Initial therapeutic options, depending on clinical presentation and age,
include:
• Oral chemotherapy with chlorambucil
or cyclophosphamide;
• Intravenous chemotherapy with cyclophosphamide/vincristine/prednisone
(CVP), cyclophosphamide/doxorubicin/
vincristine/prednisone (CHOP), or
fludarabine-based therapy;
• Intravenous immunotherapy with the
anti-CD20 antibody rituximab; or
• Combinations of these approaches.
Most patients will achieve remission, which may last many years.
Eventually,
patients
will
develop
symptoms again and require treatment. A
second remission is achieved in a smaller
proportion of patients and lasts a shorter
period of time. Treatment approaches
for patients with relapsed low-grade
lymphoma include autologous stem cell
transplantation or radiation treatment
delivered by infusion of an iodine-131
(I131)- or yittrium-90 (Y90)-conjugated
monoclonal antibody that recognizes an
antigen present on the malignant cells.
Radioimmunotherapy targeted to
CD20 is also a viable option for patients

with indolent B-cell NHL if the bone
marrow is minimally involved and the
disease is not bulky.5 The two approved
radioimmunotherapies for relapsed FL
are both murine monoclonal antibodies
incorporating radioimmunotherapy with
either I131 (tositumomab) or Y90 (ibritumomab tiuxetan). The average duration
of response is 11−15 months, and radioimmunotherapy can also be effective in
transformed lymphoma.

Novel Agents in
Indolent Lymphoma
Bendamustine has recently emerged as a
highly active agent in indolent lymphomas.
It is described as a bifunctional agent
that is an alkylator with purine analogue
characteristics. It is now approved in the
US for use in patients with rituximabrefractory indolent B-cell lymphomas and
CLL. An overall response rate of 77%
was seen in heavily pretreated patients
with a response duration of >6 months.6
Similar results were seen in a pivotal
trial of 100 patients.6 A phase III trial
comparing bendamustine plus rituximab
(BR) vs R-CHOP as first-line treatment
of patients with FL, other indolent lymphomas, and mantle cell lymphoma
was reported last year at the American
Society of Hematology Annual Meeting
and Exposition.7 With a median follow-up
of 28 months, the response rate or eventfree survival between the two arms were
similar, but the BR regimen was much
less toxic and much better tolerated.
More adverse events, including grade 3/4
neutropenia, were noted with R-CHOP
(46.5%) compared with BR (10.7%). In a
study of previously treated patients with
NHL, the BR combination proved to be a
highly active regimen, showing an overall
response rate greater than 90%.8
Ofatumumab, a human CD20
monoclonal antibody, was found to be
well tolerated in patients with relapsed
or refractory CLL in a phase I/II study.8
In October 2009, ofatumumab was approved by the US FDA for treatment of
patients with CLL refractory to fludarabine and alemtuzumab. The approval
was based on an interim analysis of a
pivotal international clinical trial, which
Journal of The Society of Physicians of Hong Kong

included data from 138 patients with
bulky lymphadenopathy. The final results
demonstrated the safety and efficacy of
ofatumomab in this heavily pretreated
patient population.9

Special Circumstances
MALT lymphomas deserve very brief
special mention because they behave
differently from most other indolent lymphomas and require different treatment
approaches. Bacterial infection with the
Gram-negative rod, Helicobacter pylori,
is associated with 92% of gastric MALT
lymphomas, suggesting that gastric
MALT lymphoma is “driven” by H pylori.10
Combination therapy with antibiotics and
histamine blockers for eradication of H

pylori produces a complete response rate
of 70% in patients with localized gastric
MALT lymphomas, independent of local
or disseminated disease, with a median
progression-free survival of 5.6 years and
a 10-year overall survival rate of 80%.11
This important finding suggests that
outcome can be improved with eradication of a factor that drives proliferation
of the malignant cells, although putative
factors driving other indolent lymphomas
have yet to be identified.
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T

raditionally, Parkinson’s disease
(PD) has been regarded as a
movement disorder. Recent observations highlight the importance
of the general degenerative process that
affects diverse systems and areas of the
brain, and the significant adverse impact
of neuropsychiatric symptoms on the
quality of life of the patient.

Anxiety Disorders
Anxiety disorders are common in patients with PD. In a series of 127 community-dwelling PD patients reported
by John Hopkins Hospital, USA in 2009,
the current and lifetime prevalence of
anxiety disorder was 43% and 49%, respectively. Nonspecific anxiety disorder
was most common in the group (lifetime
prevalence, 30%), followed by specific
phobia (19%), panic disorder (10%) and
social phobia (9%).1
Journal of The Society of Physicians of Hong Kong

Patients with anxiety disorder
suffer from greater disability and worse
health-related quality of life. Both psychosocial and neurodegenerative factors are
thought to be important in the causation.
Patients may experience excessive
and recurrent situational anxiety related
to motor deficits (eg, fear of falling
or aversion of crowded places due to
freezing of gait). Significant anxiety may
also be associated with wearing off of
antiparkinsonian medication. Comorbid
depression is common.
Anxiety symptoms may be alleviated by optimal dopaminergic therapy
or deep brain stimulation treatment for
PD. This may be related to better control
of motor symptoms and thus less disability, or to boosting of the dopaminergic
system as its deficiency contributes to
anxiety symptoms.
Treatment of anxiety disorders associated with PD is by selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) or benzodiazepines. Special attention must be paid to
the side effect of sedation and possible
adverse effect on gait and cognitive impairment.2,3

Impulse Control Disorder
Impulse control disorder or dopamine dysregulation syndrome occurs in about 1.5%
of the general population. The prevalence
is increased by 4-folds or more in PD patients under treatment. Symptoms include
a drive to perform certain activities (eg,
pathological gambling, shopping, eating,
collecting or sexual indulgence), or trouble
trying to stop them, as well as obsessive
thoughts that are intrusive and repetitive.
The syndrome is generally caused
by the use of dopamine agonist and is
dose-dependent. Treatment involves
identifying, reducing or removing the
offending drug. In some cases, the
patient may require additional doses of
levodopa or catechol-O-methyl trans-

ferase (COMT) inhibitors for control of
the motor symptoms. While deep brain
stimulation is an alternative, SSRIs or selective atypical antipsychotics (quetiapine
and clozapine) are best avoided due to
the increased side effects from polypharmacy.2,3

Depression
Depression occurs in up to 50% of PD patients, and is underdiagnosed and undertreated. Up to 20% of cases may suffer
from major depression. Depression may
precede the motor symptoms of PD by
many years. Two peaks of depressive
symptoms are identified: around the
time of diagnosis and at the late stage of
the illness. Neurodegenerative process,
as opposed to psychological or social
adversities, is believed to be the major
contributing factor. Depression increases
disease progression, motor disability
and mortality. Predisposing factors are
history of depression, early onset of PD,
female gender and cognitive impairment.
Hence, the attending doctor should make
the best effort to identify and treat such
cases.
Good evidence-based treatment
is lacking. The American Academy of
Neurology recommended amitriptyline
in 2006 as the only drug, but it is associated with the usual problems of tricyclic
antidepressants, including anticholinergic
side effects, cardiac toxicity, cognitive impairment and postural hypotension. It is
reasonable to use an SSRI and chose one
with fewer drug interactions (citalopram
or escitalopram). One should bear in
mind that the combination of an SSRI for
treatment of depression and a monoamine
oxidase B (MAOB) inhibitor (selegiline)
for treatment of motor symptoms may
cause a serotonin syndrome and can be
dangerous. For SSRI partial or nonresponders, venlafaxine, mirtazapine and
bupropion may be used.3,4
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Multiple-choice Questions

(Choose the best answer for each question.)
1. In PD:
a. Symptoms are strictly limited to the motor system
b.	Neuropsychiatric symptoms significantly affect quality of
life
c.	Degeneration of brain cells is limited to the substantia
nigra of the mid brain
d.	Psychiatric symptoms are of no importance
e.	Treatment of motor symptoms makes it unnecessary to
treat psychiatric symptoms
2. Anxiety disorder in PD:
a.	Is uncommon compared with the general population
b.	Neurodegenerative factors are important in causation
c. Panic disorder and specific phobias seldom occur
d.	Wearing off of antiparkinsonian medication does not cause
anxiety symptoms
e. SSRIs should not be used for treatment
3. Impulse control disorder in PD:
a. Is increased more than 4 folds
b. Is unrelated to the use of dopamine agonists
c. Deep brain stimulation aggravates the condition
d. Is relieved by increasing dopaminergic drugs
e. Pathological gambling is not part of the clinical picture
4. Depression in PD:
a. Is infrequent
b. Always occurs after the onset of motor symptoms
c. Two peaks are identified
d. Amitriptyline should not be used
e. Selegiline aggravates depressive symptoms
5. For sleep disorders in PD:
a.	Wearing off of dopaminergic drugs may be a contributory
factor for insomnia
b. Central sleep apnoea is not encountered
c.	Vivid dreaming may be improved by increase in dopaminergic drugs

Sleep Disorders
Sleep disorders are frequent in PD patients, 40% of whom use sleeping tablets
compared with 23% in controls.
1. Insomnia may be caused by psychiatric
illnesses such as anxiety, depression,
confusion or psychosis.
2. Wearing off of dopaminergic drugs at
night may cause nocturnal akinesia.
Rigidity of pharyngeal or respiratory
muscles may result in obstructive
sleep apnoea. These tend to cause or
aggravate insomnia. Sustained-release
levodopa and benserazide combination tablets given at night substantially improve nocturnal akinesia and
increase sleep time by 1.5 hours. Dopamine agonists have similar benefits.
3. Central sleep apnoea may be caused
by the degenerative process that
affects the brainstem nuclei involved
in respiratory control in PD patients.
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d. REM sleep behaviour disorder is rare
e. SOS is of no significance
6. Psychosis in PD:
a. Rarely occurs
b. Has no effect on quality of life
c.	Auditory hallucination is more common than visual hallucination
d. Delusion is not a feature
e. Confusional state needs to be ruled out
7. In the treatment of psychosis in PD:
a. Dopamine agonists should be increased
b. Use of clozapine is evidence based
c. All atypical antipsychotics may be used
d. Quetiapine may not be used
e.	Clozapine or quetiapine should be withdrawn as soon as
possible
8.	Mild cognitive impairment in PD:
a.	Presents as a frontal dysexecutive or subcortical syndrome
b. Psychomotor slowing is not a feature
c. Is not related to dopamine regulation
d. Does not occur in newly diagnosed patients
e. Seldom occurs in the first 5 years of the disease
9. In PD dementia:
a. Patients have difficulty retrieving memories
b. Is related to lack of dopamine in the temporal lobe
c. MMSE is not a suitable rating scale
d.	Dementia occurs less than 1 year after the onset of motor
symptoms
e. No medication has been found useful
10.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Subthalamic deep brain stimulation
May relieve suicidal ideas
Psychosis may occur for the first time after operation
Adversely affects long-term cognition
Anxiety symptoms may be aggravated
May improve verbal fluency

4. Vivid dreaming is often reported by
patients on dopaminergic treatment.
If this poses a problem, dopaminergic
medication may need to be reduced
at bedtime. Low-dose quetiapine may
also help to control the symptom.
5. Rapid eye movement (REM) sleep behaviour disorder is seen in over 25% of
patients. It may precede the onset of
PD by years. These patients lose their
muscle atonia during REM sleep, and
act out their dreams or nightmares.
Clonazepam is the recommended
treatment, although dopamine agonists
or levodopa may also be useful.
6. Restless leg syndrome presents as a
disagreeable restless feeling that is
often only relieved by moving one’s
legs. It occurs while the patient is trying
to fall asleep. Periodic limb movements
of sleep (nocturnal myoclonus) are
rhythmic or jerking movements of the
limbs during sleep. These syndromes

are twice as common in patients with
PD. Treatment by dopamine agonists
or levodopa is indicated.
7. Excessive daytime sleepiness may
result from insomnia, side effects of
drugs (eg, dopamine agonists), or the
general degenerative process that
affects the brain leading to depletion of
dopamine or other neurotransmitters.
Sleep attacks or sudden onset
sleep (SOS) may occur, posing a danger
to drivers or causing accidents in daily
activities.5

Psychosis
Psychosis occurs in about one third of
patients with PD and causes reduced
quality of life, early institutionalization and
increased mortality. Contributory factors
include multiple medication exposure,
visual impairment, dementia, older age,
Journal of The Society of Physicians of Hong Kong

Management of Psychosis
Differentiation of the type of psychosis
should be considered. A search should be
made for contributing factors such as incident medical conditions, nutritional deficiencies or drugs. Dopamine agonists are
more likely to cause psychotic symptoms
than levodopa. In patients who are not
disturbed by their hallucinations or delusions, treatment may not be required.
More disturbed patients require antipsychotic drugs. Clozapine is the only drug
with good evidence base. Quetiapine
has been shown effective in open-label
studies and is the most commonly prescribed drug due to its better side effect
profile. Other antipsychotic drugs, including atypicals, aggravate motor
symptoms and may be dangerous.
There is some evidence that once
clozapine or quetiapine is initiated and
found to be effective and well tolerated,
the treatment should not be withdrawn
due to the high rate of relapse.

Cognitive Impairment
Two clinical types can be distinguished.
1. Mild cognitive impairment (MCI)
presents as a frontal dysexecutive or
subcortical syndrome, characterized
by psychomotor slowing and impaired executive function, attention
and visuospatial abilities. The defect
is due to fronto-striatal dysregulation
of dopamine. It is twice as common
Journal of The Society of Physicians of Hong Kong

in newly-diagnosed PD patients
compared with controls. In the first
3−5 years of illness, it may occur in up
to 50% of patients.
2. In PD dementia (PDD), patients suffer
from impairment in two or more
cognitive domains, and have social
and occupational dysfunction. PDD
patients have difficulty retrieving
memories, while patients with Alzheimer’s disease have earlier, global
and progressive difficulty in forming
memories. PDD is related to deficiency of the cholinergic system in the
temporal lobe, and is five times more
prevalent than dementia in the healthy
population.
Cognitive testing should be carried
out frequently in patients with PD. The
Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE)
can be used. Treatment of MCI and
PDD is by cholinesterase inhibitors or
memantine.
It is important to distinguish
between PDD and dementia with Lewy
bodies (DLB), which also exhibit parkinsonian features and dementia. For clinical
purposes, cases with dementia occurring
before or within 1 year of parkinsonian
symptoms are considered as DLB.3,4,7

Sexual Dysfunction
Sexual dysfunction is frequent and may
present as loss of libido or erectile dysfunction. These symptoms may be
related to degeneration affecting central
sympathetic neurons and postganglionic
fibres. Levodopa, dopamine agonists
and apomorphine may alleviate such
symptoms.4

Visual Impairment
Visual impairment, as with agnosmia, may
be an early symptom of PD. Patients may
report blurring of vision, and loss of colour
or contrast discrimination. Although visual
impairment in itself is not a psychiatric
symptom, it may lead to visual illusion
or hallucination. Innervation around the
fovea is largely dopaminergic, and in PD
patients, retinal dopamine concentration is
decreased. Treatment with dopaminergic
drugs may improve the condition.4

Chronic Pain
Chronic pain, occurring in up to 70% of
patients, is twice as common as in agematched controls. Pain may be due to
motor fluctuation and dyskinesia related
to dopaminergic treatment. On the other
hand, there is evidence that the pain
threshold is lowered, especially on the affected side of the body, possibly due to
dysfunction of dopaminergic-dependent
autonomic centres, which regulate autonomic function and inhibitory control of
pain. Such centrally mediated pain may be
responsive to dopaminergic treatment.4

Subthalamic Deep Brain
Stimulation
This may give rise to neuropsychiatric
complications. Severe depression with
suicidal ideation or attempted suicide, hypomania and apathy are not uncommon.
Some patients suffer from impulsive aggressive behaviour. Psychosis may occur
for the first time after operation. Longterm cognition appears unaffected, but
there may be some temporary reduction
in verbal fluency and mild impairment of
attention, language and memory. Anxiety
symptoms are reduced by the operation.8

Conclusion
Psychiatric
disturbances
are
very
common in patients with PD, and contribute significantly to impaired quality
of life and daily functioning. They are
associated with increased carer burden,
nursing home and hospital admission
and mortality. Physicians should identify,
assess and treat such symptoms, even
in patients presenting with the earliest
stage of the disease.

A complete list of references can be downloaded from
www.SOPHYSICIANSHK.org

Answers for multiple-choice questions:
1. b; 2. b; 3. a; 4. c; 5. a; 6. e; 7. b; 8. a;
9. a; 10. b

longer duration of PD, comorbid anxiety
or depression and sleep disorder.
1. Elderly patients with chronic illnesses
taking multiple drugs are prone to confusion. Patients have a fluctuating conscious level with impaired memory.
2. Some patients suffer from recurrent
visual hallucinations or illusions in
clear sensorium. They may experience
vague, passing shadows or vivid and
recognizable people or animals. In
some cases, they are not bothered by
the symptoms and do not report them
to their doctors (benign hallucinosis).
3. A minority of patients suffer from delusions. Common forms include delusion of persecution or theft, phantom
boarders, television characters in the
flat, and spousal infidelity.6
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olorectal cancer is currently the
second most common cancer in
Hong Kong, and the incidence is
still rising. In 2008, there were
more than 4,000 new cases and about
1,700 deaths from this cancer.1 Although
screening for colon cancer is widely advocated in the West, it is not yet widely
practised and accepted in the East.2 Currently, there are several available options
for colon cancer screening, including
faecal occult blood test, radiological
imaging with barium enema or CT colonography, and flexible sigmoidoscopy or
colonoscopy.3 Among various screening
modalities, colonoscopy is considered
by many to be the most sensitive tool in
detecting colonic polyps, the cancer precursor. Colonoscopy also has an inherent
advantage over other modalities in allowing clinicians to remove colonic polyps
at the same time. However, increasing
evidence shows that colonoscopy is not
infallible, and quality assurance is needed
to ensure its sensitivity.
This article will discuss common
quality indicators of colonoscopy and
potential ways to improve the quality
of colonoscopy in preventing colorectal
cancer.

Incomplete Colonoscopy
Successful intubation of the cecum is a
prerequisite for total colonic examination
by colonoscopy. Hence, cecal intubation
rate has once been thought to be an important indicator of the quality of colonoscopy. Successful cecal intubation rate
of at least 90% is the target set by the US
Multi-Society Task Force on Colorectal
Cancer.4 For screening colonoscopy,
cecal intubation rate should be more than
95%. In our previous local screening colonoscopy study by experienced endosJournal of The Society of Physicians of Hong Kong

copists in an academic setting, the cecal
intubation rate was 100%.5 However, it
remains unknown whether similarly high
cecal intubation rates can be found in
daily practice.
In a population-based study from
Canada which included more than 330,000
index colonoscopies, cecal intubation rate
was only 87%.6 Factors associated with
incomplete colonoscopy in that study
were increased patient age, female sex,
and colonoscopy performed in a private
office. Moreover, previous abdominal and
pelvic surgery was associated with incomplete colonoscopy. It is apparent from
their results that both patient and endoscopist factors have an important influence
on the cecal intubation rate.

Polyp Miss Rate
Even with successful cecal intubation and
total colonic examination, colonic polyps
are sometimes missed in colonoscopy.
Polyp miss rates have been extensively
studied by tandem (back-to-back) colonoscopy. In a prospective multicenter
study of back-to-back colonoscopy, the
respective miss rate for adenomas and
advanced adenomas could be as high as
28% and 11%.7 In a systemic review of
polyp miss rate by tandem colonoscopy,
the pooled miss rate for adenomas was
found to be inversely correlated with the
size of the lesion.8 The respective miss
rate for adenomas of size ≥10 mm, 5−10
mm and <5 mm was 2.1%, 13% and
26%. Although adenomas <5 mm are
usually benign, considerable proportions
of larger adenomas are missed by routine
colonoscopy.
Apart from the size of the lesion,
the location and distribution of polyps also
contribute to high miss rates. A previous
virtual colonoscopy study showed that
clinically significant adenomas missed by
optical colonoscopy were usually located
behind a fold.9 Moreover, polyps located
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Figure. Appearance of a serrated polyp on white light (A) and narrow band imaging (B)

White arrows illustrate the margin of the polyp.

in the right side colon were associated
with a higher miss rate than those on
the left side. A German study showed
that among subjects who had undergone
screening colonoscopy in the preceding
10 years, there was a significant reduction
in left side but not right side advanced
colonic neoplasia on follow-up examination.10 The adjusted prevalence ratio
for reduction of left side and right side
advanced neoplasia was 0.33 and 1.05,
respectively. Compared with protruding
lesions, flat and sessile polyps were also
found to be significantly associated with
a higher miss rate.7
Novel endoscopic imaging technologies such as narrow band imaging
(NBI) or auto-fluorescence (AFI) have
been developed to enhance polyp detection. (Figure) However, these technologies are shown to provide no or
borderline improvement on adenoma detection rate in prospective studies.11

entire colon, nonrecognition of lesions
that are neoplastic, incomplete removal
of neoplasia, or differing tumour biology
with rapid tumour initiation and promotion have been suggested. However,
it is increasingly recognized that the
quality of colonoscopy, and hence the
endoscopist, is the single most important
modifiable factor.
In a Canadian population-based
study, the rates of new or missed cancers
that occurred 6−36 months after colonoscopy were higher for proximal (right
side and transverse colon) cancers.12 The
respective rate of new or missed cancer
in the right sided, transverse, splenic
flexure/descending and rectal or sigmoid
colon was 5.9%, 5.5%, 2.1% and 2.3%.
Older age, presence of diverticular
disease, and colonoscopy performed by
an internist or family physician were all
independent risk factors leading to new
or missed cancers in that study.

Interval Cancer

Adenoma Detection Rate

Another piece of evidence that illustrates the limitation of colonoscopy is
the interval cancer rate. Interval cancers
refer to cancers that develop after a
colonoscopy and prior to the scheduled
time of the surveillance colonoscopy.
The causes of colon cancer after colonoscopy are largely unknown. Factors
such as inadequate visualization of the

In recent years, adenoma detection rate is
considered the most important surrogate
marker for the quality of colonoscopy,
particularly for screening colonoscopy.
Although the prevalence of adenoma
depends on patient’s age, sex and family
history of colorectal cancer, adenoma
detection rate is found to be highly
variable among different endoscopists
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working in the same unit. The adenoma
detection rates by different endoscopists
are reported to range from 9% to 41%
in average-risk individuals undergoing
screening colonoscopy,13,14 suggesting
that factors other than patients and
equipment contribute to this discrepancy.
One important factor that was found
to correlate with adenoma detection rate
is the colonoscopic withdrawal time.13
The longer the colonoscopic withdrawal
time, the more time the endoscopist
spends on colonic mucosal examination.
Based on the result of Barclay’s study,13
it is now generally accepted that the
minimal duration of colonoscope withdrawal is 6 minutes, and this finding
should be properly documented in all
colonoscopy reports.
A recent Polish study provided
further evidence to support the use of
adenoma detection rate as an outcome
measure of colonoscopy quality.15 In that
study, the endoscopist’s rate of adenoma
detection was the only independent
predictor for risk of interval cancer after
screening colonoscopy. The highest interval cancer rate was found among
endoscopists with a mean adenoma detection rate of <11%. Conversely, cecal
intubation rates did not correlate with interval cancer rate.
Other
studies
showed
that
adenoma detection rates vary with the
timing of colonoscopy. Adenoma is detected more in morning colonoscopy than
Journal of The Society of Physicians of Hong Kong

in afternoon colonoscopy, which is attributed to fatigue of endoscopists.16 This
study again highlights the importance of
human factor on adenoma detection.
Since adenoma detection rate has
to correlate with final polyp histology,
the overall polyp detection rate or polypectomy rate have been suggested to be
used for a similar purpose. Preliminary
data showed that these markers may
have high correlation with adenoma detection rate, and more data are needed to
support their routine use.

New Challenge:
Serrated Polyp
Detection
Although the majority of colon cancers
develop through the adenoma-carcinoma
sequence, serrated polyps are increasingly recognized to play an important
role in colorectal cancer development.17

Serrated polyps comprise traditional
serrated adenoma, sessile serrated
adenoma (or polyp), hyperplastic polyp
and mixed lesions. All these lesions are
characterized by the “saw-toothed” appearance of the crypt epithelium. It is estimated that about 15−20% of colorectal
cancer arise via the serrated pathways. In
particular, the presence of large serrated
polyps has been associated with synchronous advanced neoplasia and cancer
in the colon.18,19
Serrated polyps are usually pale
and flat in appearance, and they tend to
develop in the right side colon, which
increases the likelihood of them being
undetected during colonoscopy. (Figure)
This may partly explain the lack of protective effects of screening colonoscopy
on proximal colonic cancer.10 So far, there
are very few data on detection of serrated
polyps by colonoscopy, and the majority
of serrated polyps are small benign hyperplastic polyps with minimal malignant
potential. It is however apparent that the

detection rate of large serrated polyps
will become another important quality
measure for colonoscopy.

Conclusion
Although colonoscopy is considered by
many to be the gold standard for colonic
polyp detection and removal, the miss
rate of colorectal cancers and adenomas
is not negligible. High-quality colonoscopy
is therefore considered a mandate for
effective colorectal cancer prevention.
In addition to improving patient’s compliance and the quality of bowel preparation, there is much to be done at the
endoscopist’s side to maximize the yield
of the colonoscopy. To this end, adenoma
detection rate is the best indicator for the
quality of colonoscopy, and we should
adopt this in our daily practice for quality
assurance. The detection rate of serrated
polyps will be the next quality indicator of
colonoscopy.

A complete list of references can be downloaded from www.SOPHYSICIANSHK.org
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Use of Lasers in Asians, Part 2: Treatment of Primary
Pigmentary Disorders, Acne Scar, Skin Rejuvenation
and Hair Removal

T
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he use of lasers and pulsed light
devices for the treatment of acquired pigmentary conditions in
Asians has been discussed in part
1 of this review article in the July issue.
In part 2 of the review, treatment of other
conditions including primary pigmentary
conditions, acne scarring, skin rejuvenation and hair removal will be addressed.
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Photoageing in Asians tends to present
as pigmentary conditions with less
wrinkling than Caucasians.1 There is also
a higher risk of postinflammatory hyperpigmentation (PIH) after laser treatment
in Asian patients, who have higher epidermal melanin content. As a result, the
use of aggressive ablative laser resurfacing for treatment of wrinkles is less
popular among Asian patients.
Nonablative skin rejuvenation involves the use of a laser or light source
together with a cooling device to improve
the features of photoageing, including
rhytides, telangiectasia and pigmentation, with minimal down time. A wide
range of lasers or light sources can be
used for nonablative skin rejuvenation,
including visible green-yellow lasers
(532 nm Nd:YAG, 585 nm or 595 nm
pulsed dye laser), infrared lasers (1,064 nm
Nd:YAG, 1,320 nm Nd:YAG, 1,450 nm
diode, 1,540 nm Erbium glass) and
intense pulsed light (IPL) sources. They
target water in the superficial dermis up
to a depth of about 1 mm and, through
photothermal effect, cause a rise in
dermal temperature, resulting in collagen
tightening and increased collagen production.2 Vascular lasers induce microvascular damage in superficial vessels,
leading to new collagen formation during
the healing process.

A combination approach using different devices, including lasers and IPL,
in the same session seems suitable for
Asian patients. The rationale is to target
different skin chromophores to enhance
overall new dermal collagen formation by
different devices. A lower fluence should
be used for each individual device so as to
avoid increases in adverse effects due to
cumulative heat. The use of low fluence,
large spot size, multiple passed QS
1,064 nm Nd:YAG laser for skin rejuvenation
in
Asian
patients
is
popular. However, it is not free from
delirious
effects.
Facial
mottled
depigmentation was observed in a case
series using this protocol for skin rejuvenation and melasma treatment.3 This
might be due to cumulative laser-induced
damage to melanocytes.

Unipolar Radiofrequency and
Infrared Light Sources
To achieve deeper tissue heating and skin
tightening, unipolar radiofrequency (RF)
(Thermacool, Thermage Inc., Hayward,
CA) and newer infrared light sources
(Titan, Cutera, Brisbane, CA, and Infrared Handpiece from Starlux) were
developed. They may affect the dermis
at a depth up to 2–4 mm for enhanced
tissue tightening. Unipolar RF has been
shown effective in skin tightening in
Asian patients.4 Previous approaches
that used a single pass and high fluence
led to a higher risk of complications, including burn and tissue irregularity.5
However, new treatment regimens that
involve the use of multiple passes at a
lower fluence have resulted in less pain
during treatment and a significantly lower
risk of complications with equivalent efficacy.6 These regimens are mainly used
for skin tightening, and are found to be
effective in elevating the eyebrows.5,7
The main drawback of RF ablation is pain,
which is considered to be severe in up to
5% of patients.8 Latest developments to
reduce pain include the incorporation of
Journal of The Society of Physicians of Hong Kong

a vibration handpiece and the division of
RF pulses into five with cooling pulses in
between. The theory behind is to confuse
the neurological system so as to reduce
the perception of pain.
More recently, IPL sources that emit
radiation in the infrared spectrum have
also been used to achieve deep tissue
heating with subsequent skin tightening.
The pulse width of these light sources
ranges from 6–9 seconds, because prolonged exposures are required to heat up
the deep dermis. The advantages are less
pain and a significantly lower cost for consumables. A recent study by Chan et al
has shown its efficacy in skin tightening
and treatment of wrinkles in Asians.9
(Figure) In the authors’ experience, light
source with or without RF often requires
more treatment sessions (ranging from
three to six), and is therefore more useful
for localized areas. More studies are
needed to further evaluate the safety and
efficacy of these infrared light sources.

Fractional Photothermolysis
The novel concept of nonablative fractional photothermolysis (FP) was introduced
in 2003 to provide more effective resurfacing with a lower risk than traditional
laser resurfacing. This technique has
been used for treatment of wrinkles and
photoaged skin with minimal downtime
and risk of PIH.10-14 However, the shortcoming is the need of multiple treatment
sessions.10-14 In 2007, the concept was
further developed into ablative fractional
photothermolysis using an erbium yttrium
aluminium garnet (Er:YAG) or carbon
dioxide laser.15,16 Unlike conventional
lasers, fractional ablative and nonablative
photothermolysis treats only a fraction of
the skin, leaving a maximum of 95% of
the skin uninvolved. The undamaged surrounding tissue allows for a reservoir of
viable tissue, permitting rapid epidermal
repair within 24 hours.17
Although the improvement is
greater than that with nonablative FP
after a single treatment session, a
longer downtime and higher risk of PIH
is expected with ablative FP especially
in dark-skinned patients. A recent study
has demonstrated the efficacy of the
10,600 nm fractional CO2 laser (Fraxel
Repair, Solta Medical, Hayward, CA) in
treatment of wrinkles in Asian patients.18
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Figure. Improvement in skin laxity at 3 months after the second full-face treatment with an
infrared device with contact cooling (B) vs baseline (A)

However, the rate of PIH was high
(55.5% and 11.1% at 1 and 6 months
post-treatment, respectively). Erythema
was a common side effect found in all
patients, although it resolved in most
cases in 1 week. The group of Trelles et
al has used fractional Er:YAG laser for
skin rejuvenation.16 Erythema was again a
common side effect seen in all skin types.
However, only patients with type IV skin
suffered from PIH beyond 2 months (one
out of eight).
Another recent study by a Korean
group compared the clinical efficacy of
1,550 nm and 1,565 nm Er:glass lasers
in the treatment of periorbital wrinkles.19
It showed that both lasers were safe and
effective, with no significant difference
in terms of efficacy and side effects.
Post-treatment erythema and localized
oedema were observed in all patients,
which generally resolved within 2–3 days
after treatment. Three of 20 patients
(15%) noted a darkening of their preexisting pigmentary lesions. One patient
developed PIH caused by contact dermatitis induced by the topical anaesthetic
cream. These pigmentary alterations resolved in all patients within 2 months.
In summary, multiple new devices
have been developed for skin tightening
and wrinkle reduction in recent years.
Physicians should be reminded of the differences between Asian and Caucasian
skin. Less wrinkling is seen in Asian

patients, but there is a higher risk of PIH
from laser or light source treatment.
A nonablative approach with multiple
treatment sessions and a longer interval
between treatments is therefore more
appropriate for managing wrinkles in
Asian patients.

Lasers for Nevomelanocytic Nevi
Melanocytic nevi are common in Asians
and are removed for cosmetic reasons.
The potential deleterious effect after laser
exposure to melanocytes is still controversial. The risk of malignant melanoma
is lower in Asians than in Caucasians
as a result of differences in genetic and
environmental factors. It is considered
to be generally safe to treat nevomelanocytic lesions in Asians in the absence
of family or personal history of melanoma
or dysplastic lesions, and treatment of
acral lesions should be avoided. A study
that followed up patients for at least 8
years after laser treatment of congenital
melanocytic nevi showed no evidence
of malignant changes.20 Normal mode
ruby laser (NMRL) is often used first to
remove superficial pigment of benign
melanocytic nevi, followed by multiple
passes of QS ruby laser to remove the
deeper pigmented components.21
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Lasers for Acne Scarring
Asian skin tends to develop hypertrophic
scars and keloids in response to injury,
and the erythema of the scars can be
prolonged. Acne scarring is the most
important indication for ablative skin resurfacing using CO2 laser with or without
Er:YAG laser. A PIH rate of up to 68% has
been reported in type IV skin following
CO2 laser resurfacing, starting at 1 month
post-treatment and lasting 3.8 months.22
Delayed presentation of post-laser hypopigmentation may also occur. Sun
avoidance and consistent use of sunblock
is essential to minimize PIH. Er:YAG laser
appears to be safer in terms of the risk
of PIH associated with post-treatment
erythema in Asian skin, but it is less effective than CO2 laser.23 Combined CO2
and Er:YAG laser resurfacing has been
shown effective and safe for treatment
of facial atrophic scars in Asians.24 Punch
biopsy and subcision can be performed
before laser resurfacing to optimize
outcomes. Nonablative skin rejuvenation
has been used to treat acne scarring, but
the efficacy is suboptimal. In general,
greater improvement can be achieved
with a more aggressive approach at the
expense of longer downtime and a higher
risk of PIH.
1,450 nm infrared laser coupled with
a dynamic cooling device (Smoothbeam,
Candela Corp., Wayland, MA) has been
used to treat acne scarring by the bulk
tissue heating effect and subsequent new
dermal collagen formation.25 However,
the risk of PIH following use of 1,450
nm diode laser with dynamic cooling is
significant in Asian patients, although its
long wavelength is expected to be of advantage in darker skin. The total duration
of cryogen spray at 40–60 mn is likely to
contribute to the high PIH rate of 7–39%
in Asian patients. Excessive cooling
from sequential cryogen spurts may be
the main factor contributing to PIH. Our
group has treated patients with mild to
moderate acne using a multiple pass, low
fluence approach (three passes, fluence
at 10 J/cm2, dynamic cooling). Significant
reduction of post-treatment PIH can be
achieved in Chinese patients.26
Fractional resurfacing can achieve
excellent results with a significantly lower
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PIH risk and shorter healing phase than
laser resurfacing. It is now the treatment
of choice for Asian patients. Reduction
in the number of passes per treatment
session has reduced pain and the risk
of PIH to about 10%. Longer intervals
between treatments are advised for Asian
skin. In a retrospective study in Chinese
patients performed by our group, high
energy but low density 16 mJ, 1,000 microscopic treatment zone (MTZ) was associated with a lower rate of PIH (7% vs
11%) than treatment with a low energy
but high density (8 mJ, 2,000 MTZ).27 For
the purpose of collagen remodelling in
acne scars, high energy levels with low
density (15 mJ, 1,000 MTZ/cm2) are more
appropriate.28
However, as the percentage of skin
removal in fractional photothermolysis is
lowered, the degree of efficacy for scar
improvement is reduced. A Korean group
(Cho SB, et al) compared single-session
treatments of acne scars with a CO2 laser
with settings of 10–20 mJ, density level 2
(10% coverage/cm2/pass) vs nonablative
1,550 nm erbium glass fractional laser
consisting of eight passes with pulsed
energy at 40 J/cm2 and density level 6
(17% coverage/cm2/pass) in Asian patients.29 Results showed similar efficacy
for acne scar improvement despite low
treatment parameters of nonablative
FP, but most users did not feel that improvement was adequate after such
single treatment. This illustrates the lack
of uniform agreement in terms of acne
scar improvement.

Lasers for Port-wine
Stain
The chromophore in treating vascular
lesions is oxyhaemoglobin. Commonly
used devices for vascular lesions include
pulsed dye lasers, long-pulsed Alexandrtie 755 nm laser, and long-pulsed
1,064 nm laser. The higher epidermal
melanin content in Asian skin reduces
laser energy reaching the target vessels
in the dermis, and leads to thermal epidermal injury. Pulsed dye laser of a longer
wavelength (595 nm) equipped with a
dynamic cooling device to protect the
epidermis from thermal damage can be

used in Asian patients to reduce adverse
effects.30 Cryogen spray cooling of the
epidermis immediately before, during
and after laser exposure allows the use
of higher fluences to enhance efficacy
without corresponding increases in complications. Procedure-related discomforts
can also be reduced. The longer wavelength and pulse width also allow the
laser energy to target deeper vessels of
larger calibers in the skin, as reflected by
the efficacy of long-pulsed 755 nm laser
and 1,064 nm Nd:YAG laser that can also
be a second-line treatment option. The
deeply penetrating long-pulsed 755 nm
laser can be useful in treatment-resistant
and hypertrophic port-wine stain with
infrequent complications, provided that
fluences are carefully selected.31

Laser Hair Removal
Lasers and light source with wavelengths
in the red and infrared regions are often
used for selective photothermolysis of
pigmented hair follicles. Epidermal injury
is a concern due to absorption of laser
energy by epidermal melanin in Asian
skin. Significant pain, blistering, scarring
and prolonged dyspigmentation can be
the adverse consequences in Asian skin,
especially in patients with recent sun
exposure. Use of prophylactic bleaching
agent and post-laser topical corticosteroids may be considered. Alexandrite
laser, diode 800 nm laser, long-pulsed
1,064 nm Nd:YAG laser, and IPL systems
with longer wavelengths and pulse width
combined with cooling devices can be
used safely for hair removal in Asian patients.32 In Asian patients, long-pulsed
Nd:YAG laser is associated with greater
immediate treatment pain and more protracted treatment time. Long-pulsed ruby
laser is not preferred for hair removal in
Asians as crusting and hypopigmentation
are common.
Laser hair removal coupled with a
pneumatic skin flattening (PSF) device
can effectively reduce treatment pain.
It is based on the “gate theory” of pain
transmission by generating contact and
compression between a transparent
sapphire window and the skin. It activates
the tactile and pressure receptors on
the skin before laser irradiation, thereby
Journal of The Society of Physicians of Hong Kong

blocking the transmission of pain to the
brain when the laser is shot. The temporary expulsion of blood from dermal
vessels can be another advantage of PSF,
as it removes haemoglobin as a competing chromophore from the treatment
site. Our group has demonstrated that
compared with dynamic cooling device,
PSF decreases pain sensation during
laser hair removal while allowing higher
energy densities in Asian patients. The
equal efficacy and complication rate of
PSF indicates that it is a feasible alternative to dynamic cooling devices at a
lower cost.33

Summary
Laser treatment is popular among Asians
nowadays with a variety of indications
on treatment of acquired and primary
skin conditions. Given the higher risk of
adverse effects associated with use of
lasers in Asians, lower fluences and more
treatment sessions as a conservative
approach should be adopted in treating
Asian skin. Test areas are important to
identify patients with poor response, particularly in the use of QS lasers. Special
considerations should be given to wavelength, pulse width of the lasers and
the epidermal cooling methods in order
to minimize epidermal injury. Colour
contrast between the epidermis and the

target tissue should not be ignored. The
key for satisfactory outcome is adequate
patient assessment and counselling
about the risks of laser treatment.
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